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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

THE UNDERPINNINGS OF THE DYNAMIC, CONSUMER-FRIENDLY INTERNET 

In 1990, dial-up, online information services could be found in about 1 million American 
homes (see Exhibit ES-1). Within a dozen years, the number of dial-up (or narrowband) Internet 
service subscribers had grown to almost 50 million.  This paper shows that this explosive growth 
was made possible by a ubiquitous, open communications network and thousands of Internet 
service providers (ISPs) who made a complex communications network technology into a mass-
market product. Internet service providers grew from a few hundred in the late 1980s to around 
7,000 at the turn of the century by: 

• simplifying the technology for mass consumption and rendering a continuous flow of 
applications useful to the public, like the web and web browsers, e-mail, chat, streaming, 
file sharing, etc., 

• covering the nation with local calling area Internet service, and 

• offering a number of service options with a range of pricing options. 

The cornerstone of this dynamic development was an environment in which decision-
making was decentralized and use of the network was unrestricted.  Federal policy ensured that 
the owners of the telecommunications network, over which the information services traveled, 
could not manipulate the network to frustrate experimentation or hinder commercial services.  
The growth of the Internet provided a tremendous stimulus for the spread of computers to the 
public.  

CLOSING THE INTERNET STIFLES COMPETITION AND HARMS CONSUMERS 

In spite of this remarkable success story, owners of advanced telecommunications 
networks are attempting to close down the next generation of the Internet – the broadband or 
high-speed Internet.  Turning its back on past, procompetitive policies, the Federal 
Communications Commission has decided to allow cable and telephone companies to 
monopolize the sale of Internet access service to the public and foreclose independent ISPs.  
The results of these monopoly business practices and the FCC’s policy are evident (see Exhibit 
ES-2).   

• In the dial-up (narrowband) Internet market, there are about 15 ISPs for every 100,000 
Internet subscribers.  In the high-speed (broadband) Internet market, there are fewer 
than 2 ISPs for every 100,000 customers. 

• Affiliates of cable and telephone companies have a 95 percent market share on the 
broadband Internet, where they can exclude competitors, but only a 5 percent market 
share in the narrowband market, where they must compete fairly.   
Lacking competition, the broadband Internet has exhibited the classic signs of market 

failure.  

• Prices have been rising, in spite of declining costs. 

• Adoption has been lagging. 

• Innovation has been virtually nonexistent.    
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EXHIBIT ES-1: 
ISPS, INTERNET SUBSCRIPTION AND HOME PC PENETRATION 
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Source: Carey, John, “The First Hundred Feet for Households: Consumer Adoption Patterns,” in Deborah 
Hurley and James H. Keller (Eds.), The First Hundred Feet (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1999); National 
Telecommunications Information Administration, A Nation Online (U.S. Department of Commerce, 2002). 
Early ISP counts are discussed in Mark Cooper, Expanding the Information Age for the 1990s: A 
Pragmatic Consumer View (Consumer Federation of America, American Association of Retired Persons, 
January 11, 1990), see also Janet Abbate, Inventing the Internet (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1999) and 
Matos, F., Information Service Report (Washington, D.C.: National Telecommunications Information 
Administration, August 1988). Recent ISPS Counts are from Boardwatch Magazine, “North American 
ISPS,” mid-year estimates.
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EXHIBIT ES-2: 
DENSITY OF INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS BY DATE 
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Source: Subscriber counts: Carey, John, “The First Hundred Feet for Households: Consumer Adoption 
Patterns,” in Deborah Hurley and James H. Keller (Eds.), The First Hundred Feet (Cambridge: MIT Press, 
1999); National Telecommunications Information Administration, A Nation Online (U.S. Department of 
Commerce, 2002). Early ISP counts are discussed in Mark Cooper, Expanding the Information Age for 
the 1990s: A Pragmatic Consumer View (Consumer Federation of America, American Association of 
Retired Persons, January 11, 1990), see also Janet Abbate, Inventing the Internet (Cambridge: MIT 
Press, 1999 and Matos, F., Information Service Report (Washington, D.C.: National Telecommunications 
Information Administration, August 1988).  Since the mid-1990s, annual counts of ISPs have been 
published in Recent ISPS Counts are from Boardwatch Magazine, “North American ISPS,” mid year 
estimates. For high speed ISPs see Federal Communications Commission, High-Speed Services for 
Internet Access,” various issues. 
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A MISPLACED FAITH IN INTERMODAL COMPETITION BETWEEN CLOSED FACILITIES 

To justify this policy shift, the FCC mistakenly relies on the theory of Intermodal 
competition—or competition between a small number of facility owners-- which is simply 
inadequate to achieve the outcome the FCC hopes for.  Intermodal competition is an unproven 
theory that amounts to competition without competitors.   

• The majority of consumers and businesses do not have a choice of technologies.   

• Each of the possible technologies is suited to a different market segment – 
business are unlikely to use cable modem service, DSL service is ill-suited to 
residential, interactive video applications.   

The record of anti-competitive behavior within and across cable and telecommunications 
markets is a stunning indictment of the theory of intermodal competition. The best evidence of 
what will and will not happen, should the FCC pin its hopes on Intermodal competition, is what 
did and did not happen over the past six years. 

In telecommunications markets: 

• Wherever telephone prices for local service were deregulated, they immediately 
shot up, even in markets that were purportedly competitive. 

• Telephone companies have refused to compete head-to-head by entering each 
other’s territory, instead, they choose to buy one another out. 

• Telephone companies have refused to enter the long distance business in a 
significant way, except in their monopoly local service areas. 

• They failed to compete in the video market. 

In cable video markets: 

• When cable prices were deregulated, they shot up, notwithstanding claims that 
markets are competitive. 

• Cable companies have refused to compete with each other, choosing instead to 
buy each other out. 

• Cable companies have been extremely slow to enter the telephone business. 

What did happen is that incumbent cable and telephone monopolists put forth a 
strenuous effort to foreclose their markets to competitors. The strategy is identical in both cases: 

• Withhold strategic inputs from potential competitors (i.e. blocking access to 
required equipment) 

• Create an artificial scarcity of capacity (bandwidth) 

• Control the technology and functionality to protect the core monopoly product 
and dictate the pace and type of innovation (i.e. configuring networks to prevent 
activities at the network owner’s discretion) 

• Control the customer relationship (i.e. offer a restricted set of services to ISP 
thereby interfering with the customer relationship) 

• Squeeze the competitors by driving wholesale rates close to retail prices. 
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ANTI-COMPETITIVE PRACTICES IN ADVANCED TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS 

Cable and telephone companies have used a variety of explicit and implicit strategies to 
eliminate competition.   The FCC’s has declared cable’s exclusionary practice to be legal, 
notwithstanding the fact that cable operators prevent 99.9 percent of ISPs from selling Internet 
access over cable’s advanced telecommunications networks.   

In addition to explicit exclusion, cable and telephone companies engage in a range of 
other practices that undermine competition.  

• Policies of Exclusion: To prevent competitors from getting a head start, the incumbent 
who controls the network refuses to make the underlying wholesale service available to 
competitors, until it has fully developed its own retail offering even though the wholesale 
components are clearly available. 

• Architectural Barriers: The technical capabilities of the network controlled by the 
proprietor are configured and operated to disadvantage independent ISPs by preventing 
certain types of activities the network owner simply does not want to allow or by 
restricting an independent ISP while not restricting an affiliated ISP. 

• Restrictions on Service: The network owner places restrictions on how non-affiliated 
service providers may use the network. For example, preventing independent ISPs from 
delivering services to consumers by restricting speed, duration of transmission, or other 
operational characteristics. 

• Business Leverage: By imposing onerous terms and conditions on information, pricing, 
product bundling and customer relationships, network owners insert themselves in the 
relationship between the customer and the independent ISP in such a way as to ensure 
that its affiliated ISP has a price, product or customer care advantage. 

PERMANENT HARM TO VIBRANT COMPETITION ON THE INTERNET 

Even without intentional anticompetitive behavior, closure of the communications 
platform imposes a cost on society.  It distorts incentives for innovation and undermining 
institutional options. Restricting the range of experimentation and shifting incentives reduces the 
quality and quantity of innovation and innovators because it shifts the balance between 
incumbents and disruptive entrants.  Incumbents behave rationally by developing their core 
competence and seeking structures that reward it.  The dominant commercial firms have 
incentives to expand by commercializing, concentrating, and homogenizing information space.   

The irony is that Congress understood this well.  It supported three modes of entry, 
required competition before deregulation, and set out specific, rigorous conditions under which 
regulation could be relaxed.  The correct public policy is to stimulate small numbers competition 
in physical facilities and preserve large numbers competition in applications and content.  
Congress clearly intended this outcome and gave the FCC the tools to accomplish it.  The 
FCC’s shift to a reliance on intermodal competition at the expense of intramodal competition 
would contradict Congressional intent and subject consumers to great risk of the abuse of 
market power, slowing innovation and strangling competition. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

After percolating at universities, research laboratories and government installations for 
about a quarter of a century, commercialization of the Internet in the 1990s led to an explosive 
consumer revolution.1  As shown in Exhibit 1, from little penetration in the general public in 1990 
(1-2 million households connected) the Internet reached into about half of all homes in America 
just over a decade later (over 50 million households connected in late 2001).2 Indeed, one can 
argue that the Internet was the “killer application” for the PC, since PC penetration in the 
household market accelerated rapidly after the advent of the Internet and its premier 
applications the web and the web browser.  

Getting 50 million households to use a new, technologically sophisticated device (the 
PC) to interconnect on a regular basis with a network of millions of other devices was no mean 
feat. Understanding what made the extremely successful commercialization of the Internet 
possible is obviously a matter of intense interest.3  The Internet has become the centerpiece of 
the information economy. In spite of the recent the stock market troubles of Internet, technology 
and communications companies and the economic recession, the use and importance of the 
Internet continues to grow.4  Preserving and harnessing the dynamic development of the 
Internet is an important goal of public policy.   

Some argue that notwithstanding the dramatic spread of the Internet through the 
population, a fundamental change in the architecture of the Internet and the business 
relationships that grew out of it will not change its dynamic nature.5  They advocate allowing 
facility owners to exercise much greater control over operation of the Internet.6  The current 
efforts to centralize control are the third round in an ongoing struggle between dominant 
communications companies and the decentralized Internet structure.   

In the late 1970s, as the Internet was being created, telecommunications companies 
sought to impose their centralized architecture upon it.7  Again in the late 1980s, as the Internet 
was transitioning to commercial operations, the telecommunications giants wanted to change its 
structure.8  Policymakers were pressed by telephone companies to allow them to play a much 
larger role in dictating the development and use of the network, just as cable and telephone 
companies are arguing today.  Policy makers resisted the earlier arguments for closure of the 
network and chose to keep it open.  The result was a remarkable decade of widespread 
commercial innovation and development.  The third effort to impose centralized control on the 
Internet appears to be succeeding.  The Federal Communications Commission has issued a 
series of orders and rulemakings that would essentially allow owners of network facilities to 
control the deployment of services and access to facilities for ISPs and consumers.9   

Open communications networks were the essence of the Internet as conceived by its 
founders and decentralized experimentation and innovation were its objectives.10   The 
beneficial effects of this design on innovation and economic activity have been well 
documented.11  This paper argues that an essential element in the success of the commercial 
Internet was the role played by Internet service providers (ISPs), who were provided an 
environment for the vigorous and unfettered development of consumer-driven services.  Internet 
service providers will be the first victims of the policies that allow network owners to favor 
affiliated entities and foreclose independent ISPs.  The outcome will be disastrous for the 
dynamic nature of the Internet.  Experimentation at the ends of the network will be stifled and 
agents to popularize new services will disappear.   
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EXHIBIT 1: 
ISPS, INTERNET SUBSCRIPTION AND HOME PC PENETRATION 
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Source: Carey, John, “The First Hundred Feet for Households: Consumer Adoption Patterns,” in 

Deborah Hurley and James H. Keller (Eds.), The First Hundred Feet (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1999); 
National Telecommunications Information Administration, A Nation Online (U.S. Department of 
Commerce, 2002). Early ISP counts are discussed in Mark Cooper, Expanding the Information Age for 
the 1990s: A Pragmatic Consumer View (Consumer Federation of America, American Association of 
Retired Persons, January 11, 1990), see also Janet Abbate, Inventing the Internet (Cambridge: MIT 
Press, 1999) and Matos, F., Information Service Report (Washington, D.C.: National Telecommunications 
Information Administration, August 1988).  Recent ISPS Counts are from Boardwatch Magazine, “North 
American ISPS,” mid-year estimates. For high speed ISPs see Federal Communications Commission, 
High-Speed Services for Internet Access,” various issues.  
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We make the case by presenting a multifaceted view of the successful development of 
the Internet.  In Section II we begin by looking forward from 1990, at the start of 
commercialization of the Internet. Here we re-examine the view taken by consumer advocates 
at that time showing, in essence, that it was possible to understand why the Internet would 
succeed based on the principles of its organization.12  We then look back from 2002 and 
reaffirm those principles.   

In Section III we consider the likely impact of the centralized, closed approach, which 
allows the companies that own the communications infrastructure to dictate and control the 
nature of its use. Looking at activity on the broadband Internet today, which is being rolled out 
under much less open conditions of the late 1990s, we find little support for the notion, on which 
Federal policy makers propose to base the next generation of the Internet, that “intermodal” 
competition will preserve the dynamic nature of the Internet.13  The record of actual behaviors in 
the past half-decade refutes the claim that the enlightened self-interest of dominant 
communications companies, responding to pressures generated by a very small number of 
competing technologies, will induce facility owners to allow unfettered use of the network to 
recreate the dynamic environment of the Internet.  We discuss the anticompetitive tactics and 
foreclosure strategies that network owners have been using since the passage of the 
Telecommunications Act of 1996 to undermine competition from Internet service providers and 
stifle innovations that threaten their core monopoly products and services.  

Finally, Section IV we examine the effects of closing the network on Internet service 
providers and market performance.  We the structure of the high-speed Internet access market, 
focusing on the small number of service providers and their ability to avoid competing.  Price 
increases and a lack of innovation support the view that the market sorely lacking in 
competition.    
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II. UNDERPINNINGS OF THE DYNAMIC, CONSUMER-FRIENDLY 
INTERNET 
 
A.  LOOKING AHEAD FROM 1990 
 

In January 1990, two leading consumer groups published an evaluation of the competing 
information age policy options before Congress.14  The Regional Bell Operating Companies 
(RBOCs) were pushing hard to be allowed to move beyond their role as pure transmission 
companies.15  They sought to expand their role from providing regulated transmission services 
into the provision of unregulated information services.   

The consumer groups believed that there was a critical choice to be made between a 
centralized and a decentralized approach.16  The consumer groups’ analysis warned that the 
approach advocated by the communications companies “could set the information age 
development back by undermining the diversified, innovative process of the current 
decentralized approach.”17  The characteristics of the decentralized approach that the consumer 
analysis singled out proved to be the essential characteristics of the Internet. 

Pragmatic: Most of these new, innovative services have close substitutes. Why 
not give individuals maximum flexibility in the choice of equipment and services 
allowing them to develop applications at the periphery of the network? 

Decentralized: Decentralized decisions will select the most cost-effective 
technologies with specific applications. 

Periphery: Intelligence is more concentrated in homes and business and on the 
premises of service providers who connect their services through a local 
transmission network.    

Applications: Specific applications will be required to be cost effective.  There will 
be successes and failures, but the process of trial and error driven by profit will 
generate lowest cost and minimize public cost risks of network applications. 

Individualized: Costs are more highly individualized, borne by those who develop 
the applications and those who choose to subscribe to them, either through or 
around the public network.18   

The consumer analysis argued that fundamental changes in technology had created the 
basis for a dynamic information environment.  In particular, “the fact that a great deal of the 
necessary intelligence is currently located on the periphery of the information age network has 
led to a pragmatic, decentralized pattern of development.”19   

At a time when those arguing for a centralized approach were advocating the need to 
“jump start” adoption, the consumer analysis argued that the development of consumer-friendly 
applications would attract demand and play a critical role in stimulating the penetration of 
information services.   

To date, use of these capacities has been concentrated among larger 
businesses and individuals with the resources and desire to invest in the 
necessarily specialized equipments and/or to seek out service providers. 
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Increasingly, however, as prices and equipment costs come down, the number of 
services available increases and their ease of use is enhanced, more and more 
businesses and households will enter the information age.20 

The role of Internet service providers as the glue to pull together the available elements 
to spur adoption was clearly identified. 

All of these services exist because the service providers saw a need that was 
cost-effective for them to fill. The equipment, including telephones, personal 
computers and televisions, was in place and the provider saw a way to create a 
market for an information service provider.21 

The criticism of centralized model stressed the distorting effect that it could have on 
competition and the damage it would do to service providers. 

The insistence that content must be combined with the conduit raises difficult 
questions of open access and fair marketing.  In an industry with a long history of 
anti-competitive behavior, third party content providers believe that allowing the 
telephone companies to provide content means the end of competition.   

Remonopolization raises problems of both cost and inefficiency… Because that 
provider plays such an important role and has such a large stake, it will attempt 
to protect its interests.  Instead of imposing the best solution, the market may 
become distorted by the market power of the dominant firm. 

The monopoly position of the telephone companies could also be used to the 
disadvantage of non-telephone company service providers.  They would 
simultaneously be forced to rely on the telephone company for access to 
customers and meet the telephone company in the marketplace as a competitor 
for sales to those same customers.22 

B. LOOKING BACK FROM 2002 
 

The Regional Bell Operating Companies did not get their way at the start of 
commercialization of the Internet.  Communications networks remained opened and the 
telephone companies’ ability to leverage control over the communications infrastructure 
remained constrained by public policy. A review of the developments in the past decade 
reaffirms the importance of open communications networks and unrestricted service 
development by Internet service providers.  

We believe that a convincing argument has been made that among the most critical 
conditions for the success of the Internet was an open, ubiquitous, high quality communications 
network.23   The network was interconnected and accessible to producers and consumers, free 
from the domination of centralized network operators and not Balkanized by proprietary 
standards.  Decentralized activities and widespread experimentation were encouraged by very 
few restrictions on use.   This underlying condition opened the door to the growth of a whole 
new industry -- Internet service providers – that played a key role in the successful 
commercialization of the Internet.   
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Online service providers numbered about 400 to 500 in the late 1980s when the 
commercialization began.24  That number grew to between 7,000 and 8,000 Internet service 
providers in the late 1990s.25  Buying wholesale telecommunications service from telephone 
companies and selling basic Internet access combined with a variety of additional services to 
the public, they translated the complex technologies that had to be combined to use the Internet 
into a mass market service.26  Once the Internet was commercialized, they rapidly covered the 
country with dial-up access and translated a series of innovations into products and services 
that were accessible and useful to the public. Throughout the history of the commercial 
narrowband Internet, the number of service providers was never less than 10 per 100,000 
customers (see Exhibit 2).  At present, and for most of the commercial history of the industry, 
there have been 15 or more ISPs per 100,000 subscribers 

Some of the underlying innovations that the ISPs adapted and popularized had been 
around for a while like the Internet protocol itself, e-mail, file transfer and sharing, and bulletin 
boards.  Some of the innovations were very recent, like the web, the browser, instant messaging 
and streaming.  Thousands of ISPs tailoring services to customer needs supported the rapid 
spread of Internet subscription and use.   

The growth of usage in the late 1990s was stunning.  Exhibit 3 shows the growth of use 
over the course of the 1990s, contrasting a projection made in 1996 for the end of the decade 
with the actual use.  Usage reached 100 hours by 1999, from virtually zero in 1990.27  By 1999, 
Internet usage had surpassed time spent on home video games, movies, home videos, 
consumer magazines and books.   It equaled time spent on pay-per-view TV shows.  The 
growth of usage of the Internet did not come at the expense of other activities.28  The increase 
in Internet use was registered as an increase in media use but most other uses of the media 
were stable.  Internet time was “stolen” from – was a more efficient way of undertaking – other 
activities like communications (e-mail, chat) and shopping.29   Browsing – short visits to a large 
number of web pages or sites – is a different activity than most other media uses.30    

Interestingly, a close look at the data suggests that there is a real sense that the 
Internet, delivering access to the World Wide Web rendered accessible by the development of 
web browsers, became the killer application for the PC (see Exhibit 4).  Although the PC had 
enjoyed success prior to commercialization of the Internet, it was only after the advent of the 
business of selling Internet access service to the public that PC sales exploded.   

PC prices played a role as well, but it can be argued that the demand stimulation created 
by the killer application laid the groundwork for the price reductions (see Exhibit 5).  The initial 
PC price reduction of the mid-1980s sustained the moderate growth of the PC for about a 
decade.  In the mid-1990s PC prices were stable, as Internet use escalated.  In the late 1990s, 
PC prices came down, although the sharp increase in demand came first.  Thus, in an important 
way, the application that triggered demand contributed the cycle of economies of scale that is so 
important in the computer industry. 
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EXHIBIT 2: 
DENSITY OF INTERNET SERVICE PROVIDERS BY DATE 
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Source: Subscriber counts: Carey, John, “The First Hundred Feet for Households: Consumer Adoption 
Patterns,” in Deborah Hurley and James H. Keller (Eds.), The First Hundred Feet (Cambridge: MIT Press, 
1999); National Telecommunications Information Administration, A Nation Online (U.S. Department of 
Commerce, 2002). Early ISP counts are discussed in Mark Cooper, Expanding the Information Age for 
the 1990s: A Pragmatic Consumer View (Consumer Federation of America, American Association of 
Retired Persons, January 11, 1990), see also Janet Abbate, Inventing the Internet (Cambridge: MIT 
Press, 1999 and Matos, F., Information Service Report (Washington, D.C.: National Telecommunications 
Information Administration, August 1988).  Since the mid-1990s, annual counts of ISPs have been 
published in Recent ISPS Counts are from Boardwatch Magazine, “North American ISPS,” mid year 
estimates. For high speed ISPs see Federal Communications Commission, High-Speed Services for 
Internet Access,” various issues. 
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EXHIBIT 3: 
GROWTH OF INTERNET USAGE 
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Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1996, Table 
878, 2001, Table 1125. 
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EXHIBIT 4: 
THE INTERNET AND THE WEB WERE THE ‘KILLER APPS’ FOR THE PC 
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Source: Carey, John, “The First Hundred Feet for Households: Consumer Adoption Patterns,” in Deborah 
Hurley and James H. Keller (Eds.), The First Hundred Feet (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1999); National 
Telecommunications Information Administration, A Nation Online (U.S. Department of Commerce, 2002). 
Early ISP counts are discussed in Mark Cooper, Expanding the Information Age for the 1990s: A 
Pragmatic Consumer View (Consumer Federation of America, American Association of Retired Persons, 
January 11, 1990), see also Janet Abbate, Inventing the Internet (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1999) and 
Matos, F., Information Service Report (Washington, D.C.: National Telecommunications Information 
Administration, August 1988).   
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EXHIBIT 5: 
AVERAGE PRICE OF HOME PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
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Source:  Carey, John, “The First Hundred Feet for Households: Consumer Adoption 
Patterns,” in Deborah Hurley and James H. Keller (Eds.), The First Hundred Feet 
(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1999), p. 41. 
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C. THE DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT OF OPEN DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORMS 
 

 In order to appreciate the interaction of technological developments and public policy in 
the process of the development and commercialization of the Internet, it is useful to apply the 
concept of a communications platform, which provides an environment in which information or 
content is produced. Four layers – the physical layer, the logic or code layer, the applications 
layer and the content layer – define the communications platform.31   It is a platform because 
there are strong complementarities between the layers.32  They must fit together closely and 
smoothly in order to deliver service. 

The physical layer is composed of three parts: a transmission medium (e. g. wires), 
communications equipment and display devices. In the contemporary cable network, the 
transmission medium is primarily hybrid fiber coaxial cable that provides the last-mile 
connection to the residence.  In the telephone network the transmission medium is copper 
cable.  Fiber optic cables are found in the backbone of both networks.  For cable operators, 
network communications equipment involves a head-end for video and a CMTS for data and 
routers and switches for the Internet.  The communications equipment on the customer premise 
for video is the set top box and the cable modem for data.  It connects the display device, the 
TV or PC, to the network for information services.  For the telecommunications network a Digital 
Subscriber Line Multiplexar (DSLAM) is located in the central office.  The modem is the 
communications equipment that connects the PC, the information display device, to the 
network.   

The logic (or code) layer involves the codes and standards with which communications 
equipment and display devices interconnect, interoperate, and communicate.  Protocols 
interpret the signals.  Operating systems allocate and coordinate the resources of the system.   
The operating systems and communications protocols can be resident in communications 
equipment and devices or network equipment. 

Applications constitute the third layer.  Applications are programs that execute a 
sequence of steps to solve a problem or perform a task for the user.  Well-known Internet 
examples are e-mail, instant messaging, and file sharing.      

The content layer is made up of the specific task or problem solved in a given execution 
of an application.  The end-user or a service provider can provide content.    

Public policy to promote open communications platforms interacted with major 
developments in technology to produce a uniquely dynamic communications platform in the last 
two decades of the 20th century. The growth of the Internet and its underlying technologies 
changed the fundamental economics of information production.33     

At the physical layer, cheap, powerful computers34 and sprawling fiber-optic networks 
allow communications at rising speeds with falling costs.35 In the computer hardware industry 
positive feedback loops, or virtuous circles sustain change and productivity growth that are 
orders of magnitude larger than typified the industrial age.36  Advances in computing technology 
support more advances in computing technology with much greater intensity than in other 
industries. The positive feedback effects stimulate much more dynamic economic development 
than simple efficiencies.37   
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In the code layer of the network, increasingly sophisticated software enables messages 
to be routed, translated, and coordinated.38  In the applications layers, a software revolution of 
standardized and pre-installed bundles of software appear to have allowed the rapidly 
expanding capabilities of computer hardware to become accessible and useful to consumers 
with little expertise in computing.39   

At the content layer every sound, symbol, and image can now be digitized.40  The more 
complex the sound or image, the more data has to be encoded and decoded to accomplish the 
digital representation.41 But, when computing speeds, storage capacity and transmission rates 
become big enough, fast enough, and cheap enough, it becomes feasible to move huge 
quantities of voice, data, and video over vast distances.  As computers got cheaper and 
cheaper and applications became more abundant and user-friendly, computers ceased being 
merely a workplace or laboratory tool and became a consumer electronic device. 

Overlaid on this dramatically expanding technological base was the architectural design 
principle of the Internet – the end-to-end principle. 

The “End-to-End” principle organizes the placement of functions within a 
network. It counsels that “intelligence” in a network be located at the top of a 
layered system— at its “ends,” where users put information and applications onto 
the network — and that the communications protocols themselves (the “pipes” 
through which information flows) be as simple and general as possible. (16) 

While the End-to-End design principle was first adopted for technical reasons, it 
has important social and competitive features as well. End-to-end expands the 
competitive horizon, by enabling a wider variety of applications to connect and 
use the network. It maximizes the number of entities that can compete for the 
use and applications of the network. As there is no single strategic actor who can 
tilt the competitive environment (the network) in favor of itself, or no hierarchical 
entity that can favor some applications over others, an End-to-End network 
creates a maximally competitive environment for innovation, which by design 
assures competitors that they will not confront strategic network behavior. (18)42   

This design principle and a fierce dedication to decentralized development lay at the 
core of the dominant application of the Internet, the web.  The inventor of the web describes the 
threat by the developer of similar applications to impose centralized control as a seminal event 
in moving the web into the public domain.43  Lessig argues that  

[t]he birth of the web is an example of the innovation that the end-to-end 
architecture of the original Internet enabled. Though no one quite got it – this 
most dramatic aspect of the Internet’s power – a few people were able to develop 
and deploy the protocols of the World Wide Web. They could deploy it because 
they didn’t need to convince the owners of the network that it was a good idea or 
the owners of computer operating systems that this was a good idea.44   

The resulting change in the information environment arises not only because of the 
intensity of use of the factors of production, 45 or even its speed, but a fundamental change in 
relationships between the factors of information production.  Users of the communications 
network become producers embedded in an interactive process through instantaneous 
feedback.   
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It is a proven lesson from the history of technology that users are key producers 
of the technology, by adapting it to their uses and values, and ultimately 
transforming the technology itself, as Claude Fischer demonstrated in his history 
of the telephone.  But there is something special in the case of the Internet.  New 
uses of the technology, as well as the actual modifications introduced in the 
technology, are communicated back to the whole world, in real time.  Thus, the 
time span between the process of learning by using and producing by using is 
extraordinarily shortened, with the result that we engage in a process of learning 
by producing, in a virtuous feedback between the diffusion of technology and its 
enhancements.46     

This makes it possible for a wholly new form of collaborative information production to 
exist on a sustainable basis,47 while it transforms existing organizations.  The new thrust of 
corporate organization, based on distributed intelligence and flat structure, reflects these 
forces.48  Hierarchy is out, horizontal is in.49 The ability to coordinate at a distance dramatically 
alters the nature of centralized control, transferring much decision-making to dispersed 
management. A Harvard Business School Press publication, graphically titled Blown to Bits, 
summarized the dramatic change compelling corporate adjustment as follows: 

Digital networks make it possible to blow up the link between rich information and 
its physical carrier.  The Internet stands in the same relation to television, as did 
television to books, and books to stained glass windows.  The traditional link 
between the economics of information and the economics of things – is broken.50 

This development in information space is extremely procompetitive.  The Internet 
unleashed competitive processes and innovation exhibiting the fundamental characteristics of 
audacious or atomistic competition.51   

Experimentation by users and competition among providers, across the range of 
segments that constitute the Internet, generated a surge of self-sustaining 
innovation… This network openness and the user-driven innovation it 
encouraged were a distinct departure from the prevailing supply-centric, provider-
dominated, traditional network model. In that traditional model a dominant carrier 
or broadcaster offered a limited menu of service options to subscribers; 
experimentation was limited to small-scale trials with the options circumscribed 
and dictated by the supplier. 52 

The end-to-end principle had a dramatic effect in the communications environment of the 
late twentieth century. 

Diversity of experimentation and competition on an increasingly open network 
were key, since nobody could foresee what would eventually emerge as 
successful applications. Openness allowed many paths to be explored, not only 
those which phone companies, the infrastructure’s monopoly owners, would have 
favored. Absent policy-mandated openness, the Regional Bell Operating 
Companies (RBOCs) and monopoly franchise [cable television] networks would 
certainly have explored only the paths of direct benefit to them. It is doubtful that 
without such policy-mandated openness the Internet Revolution would have 
occurred.53  
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 As in traditional areas of economics, procompetitive economics of open 
communications platforms reinforces the fundamental principle of civic discourse.54  There is 
close symmetry between the end-to-end principle of the Internet and the institutional principles 
of our democracy,,55 which seek to promote “the widest possible dissemination of information 
from diverse and antagonistic sources”56 in civic discourse.  These Internet is ideally for populist 
forms of democracy.   

Relative anonymity, decentralized distribution, multiple points of access, no 
necessary tie to geography, no simple system to identify content, tools of 
encryption – all these features and consequences of the Internet protocol make it 
difficult to control speech in cyberspace.  The architecture of cyberspace is the 
real protector of speech there; it is the real “First Amendment in cyberspace,” and 
this First Amendment is no local ordinance… 

The architecture of the Internet, as it is right now, is perhaps the most important 
model of free speech since the founding.  This model has implications far beyond 
e-mail and web pages.57 

The observation extends to communications platforms with particular force.  Lessig points 
out that at the time of the framing of the Constitution the press had a very atomistic trait. 

The “press” in 1791 was not the New York Times or the Wall Street Journal.  It 
did not comprise large organization of private interests, with millions of readers 
associated with each organization.  Rather, the press then was much like the 
Internet (within reason) could become a publisher – and in fact an extraordinary 
number did.  When the Constitution speaks of the rights of the “press,” the 
architecture it has in mind is the architecture of the Internet.58 

D. THE ROLE OF PUBLIC POLICY IN CREATING OPEN COMMUNICATIONS PLATFORMS 
 

There must be no mistake about the critical role that government policy played in the 
process of creating this new information environment.  The flexibility and fluidity we have 
achieved in the information age is in part a result of severing the link between the physical layer 
and the code and content layers.   

It has long been recognized that the economic characteristics of communications 
facilities render it highly unlikely that communications markets will be made up of numerous 
networks competing vigorously  (atomistically competitive).59  Rather, they tend, at best, to be 
tight, differentiated oligopolies or monopolistically competitive,60 or, more likely, natural 
monopolies. There are clear indications that this remains as true today as it has been for the 
past century.61  

Public policy has been centrally concerned with preventing the abuse of the market 
power stemming from these small numbers that typify these markets.  At various times and in 
different layers, this policy has included structural regulation of ownership, setting standards, 
requiring interconnection and carriage, public interest obligations for content, regulation of rates, 
and the like.  In the last several decades, promoting competition at all layers of the 
communications platform through a wide range of mechanisms has become a focal point of 
policy. 
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Although an obligation to provide nondiscriminatory access to communications networks 
have been a long standing principle in the U.S., the most recent iteration of this policy had a 
particularly powerful effect because it interacted with the spreading technology and architectural 
principle of the Internet (end-to-end) to create a uniquely dynamic environment.  

In a sense we find that the deeper and more pervasively the principle of openness is 
embedded in the communications network, the greater the ability of information production to 
stimulate innovation. 

The government's activism imposed a principle analogous to [end-to-end] design 
on the telephone network. Indeed, though it masquerades under a different name 
(open access), this design principle is part and parcel of recent efforts by 
Congress and the FCC to deregulate telephony... By requiring the natural 
monopoly component at the basic network level to be open to competitors at 
higher-levels, intelligent regulation can minimize the economic disruption caused 
by that natural monopoly and permit as much competition as industry will allow.62  

Thus, a determined commitment to open communications networks was critical to the 
widespread development of the Internet.  It is clear that the communications platform of the 
Internet was founded and thrived on the principle that facility owners in the physical layer could 
not discriminate against innovators or speakers. This was accomplished through government 
policy. 

The FCC allowed specialized providers of data services, including Internet 
Service Providers (ISPs) and their customers, access to raw network 
transmission capacity through leased lines on cost-effective terms. Regulatory 
policy forced open access to networks whose monopoly owners tried to keep 
closed. The resulting competition allowed the FCC to free the service providers 
from detailed regulation that would have kept them from using the full capabilities 
of the network in the most open and free manner.  

Thanks to the enduring FCC policy of openness and competition, specialized 
networks and their users could unleash the Internet revolution. Open network 
policy assured the widest possible user choice and the greatest opportunities for 
users to interact with the myriad of emerging new entrants in all segments of the 
network. To be sure, the FCC strategy emerged haltingly but its direction never 
changed. Indeed, the Commission consistently backed cost-based access to the 
network (initially through leased lines and later through unbundled network 
elements). The de facto result of this policy, and of more conscious choices 
symbolized by the Computer III policies, was to prevent phone company 
monopolies from dictating the architecture of new data-related services. The 
Commission thus supported competition and innovation, time and again, by 
unfailingly keeping the critical network infrastructure open to new architectures 
and available to new services on cost-effective terms. The instruments of FCC 
policy were to make leased lines (and, lately, network elements) available on 
cost-oriented terms and to forebear from regulating Internet and other data 
services. This steady policy set in motion, and sustained, a virtuous cycle of 
cumulative innovation, new services, infrastructure development, increasing 
network usage with evident economic benefits for the U.S. economy.63 
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Lessig is blunt about the government’s role, claiming, “[p] hone companies…did not 
play… games, because they were not allowed to. And they were not allowed to because 
regulators stopped them.”64   

We certainly do not claim that a communications network would have been 
impossible without the government's intervention.  We have had 
telecommunication networks for over a hundred years, and as computers 
matured, we no doubt would have had more sophisticated networks.  The design 
of those networks would not have been the design of the Internet, however.  The 
design would have been more like the French analogue to the Internet--Minitel.  
But Minitel is not the Internet.  It is a centralized, controlled version of the 
Internet, and it is notably less successful.65  

Lessig’s reference to Minitel is particularly apt in historical context.  Centralized decision 
making along the Minitel model was the poster child of the network owners in the early debates 
over the information age.66  Centralized decision-making was the wrong policy then and it is the 
wrong policy now. 
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III. MISPLACED FAITH IN INTERMODAL COMPETITION 
 
    A.  EFFORTS TO CLOSE THE THIRD GENERATION OF THE INTERNET 
 

The explosive commercial growth of the Internet put strains on the information 
environment.67   The end-to-end principle kept the network simple and cheap so that 
applications developers at the end points could experiment and innovate with confidence that 
the network would not get in the way.68 In a world of collegial collaboration and coordination, the 
ends of the network could be relied upon to support the seamless flow and interoperability of 
data.  A world of commercial competition, spiraling technical complexity, and troubling human 
frailties created problems:69    

• on the consumer side – hackers, viruses, and spammers;  

• in the network – congestion and complexity; and  

• on the producer side – sticky features, choke points and restrictions of movement. 

The greatest threat to openness and dynamic innovation on the Internet has not come 
from technical glitches or even nefarious human actions, however.70  The most damaging 
restrictions sought or imposed by the new dominant commercial network owners have little to do 
with the technical problems of managing a complex, increasingly congested network. 71   They 
are not motivated by efforts to solve the social problem of creating trust in cyberspace,72 or to 
further the effort to fight new forms of cyber-crime.  Business models intended to preserve 
market power in physical space and extend it into cyberspace drive the restrictions they seek to 
impose.73 

By the late 1990s owners of advanced telecommunications networks were once again 
asserting a desire to change the terms and conditions of access.  Cable operators, who had not 
been involved in telecommunications, refused to allow Internet service providers to sell Internet 
access over their advanced telecommunications networks.  Telephone companies sought to 
convince regulators and the Congress that advanced telecommunications should not be kept 
open as traditional telecommunications had been. While legally bound to share their lines, they 
adopted a variety of strategies to make it difficult for ISPs to do so.   

This most recent efforts to impose centralized restraints on the Internet were being 
initiated when the commercial Internet was in its early teens.  Many technologists and ISPs, who 
were committed to and thrived under open communications networks and the end-to-end 
principle of the Internet, exhibited an attitude of invincibility frequently associated with youthful 
exuberance.  They assumed that the power of the architectural principles of the Internet would 
inevitably prevail over attempts to control it.  Consumer group veterans of the previous attempts 
to undermine the decentralized, open nature of the information environment took a different 
view.  They were quick to take up the fight to preserve the Internet.  By late 1998 they were 
intervening in proceedings at the FCC seeking to extend the principles of open access to cable 
modem service74 and get effective implementation of nondiscrimination for wireline DSL.75  
Concerns were grounded in longstanding experience with cable76 and telephone company 
anticompetitive77 practices and the repeated failure of the dominant wire owners to compete.   
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B. THE FAILURE OF COMPETITION BETWEEN FACILITY OWNERS 
  

1.  Facility Deployment and Characteristics 
 

Federal policymakers would never purposefully allow the goose that laid the golden egg 
to be slaughtered.  They have simply accepted the old argument of facility-owners that they 
need more incentives to upgrade the infrastructure and will not do so unless they are allowed to 
offer their own services and control the services others can provide.  The centralized control 
model has been adopted by the Federal Communications Commission under a theory that 
favors competition between facility-owners at the expense of competition between service 
providers.78   Unfortunately, facility competition is simply inadequate to achieve the outcome that 
the FCC hopes for.  We have shown that intermodal competition is feeble in the multichannel 
video product space79 and the same is true for the high-speed Internet.80  The number of 
facilities is small and the technological characteristics different, so that vigorous head-to-head 
competition is muted.   

For advanced telecommunications service, a substantial part of the residential customer 
class (40 to 60 percent) and virtually all of the business customer class there is no intermodal 
competition.81  The majority of customers in this country have only one technology available for 
advanced telecommunications services – either a cable wire or a telephone wire. Wireless 
technologies are simply not an economic option today for advanced telecommunications, and 
there is great uncertainty about whether they ever will be.82   

For basic telecommunications services, the situation is about the same.  Facilities-based 
competition remains in its infancy.  Where competitors have deployed facilities, they remain 
dependent on the use of large parts of the incumbent’s network to deliver service.  Wireless is 
not a substitute for basic telecommunications service, or for a bundle of basic and advanced 
telecommunications services. 

Looking carefully at specific product and geographic markets reveals little competitive 
overlap of different facilities.83   It has been apparent from the beginning of high-speed service 
that technological differences give different facilities an edge in different customer and 
geographic markets.84  

Businesses are disinclined to use cable.  

Cable modem service presents serious security and reliability issues that, while 
present for residential users, are of far greater concern when used to support 
business applications… In addition, service quality for cable modem service not 
equivalent to ILEC standards… Additionally cable modem transmission speeds 
are not consistent, due to the “shared platform” architecture… Finally, cable 
modem platforms do not offer business customers a sufficient level of security.85  

DSL, as deployed is ill suited to multimedia video applications.  For the next generation 
telephone network technologies “most experts agree that the VDSL business case isn’t for 
everyone and won’t realize its full revenue potential for decades.”86  

Low-density areas are not prime candidates for wired technologies,87 but wireless is not 
here yet as a technology.  
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Regarding “substitutability”, wireless and satellite broadband capabilities are 
currently limited and suffer from geographic and climatic limitations.  A customer 
seeking stable access still will choose a broadband capability supported over 
wires.  Moreover, satellite and wireless broadband access is generally far more 
expensive than DSL.  Second, cable modem access has sufficient drawbacks 
depending on a customer’s needs.  If a customer seeks a more secure 
connections or is a business that generally does not have cable access, cable is 
not a substitute, even if the ILEC maintains a price higher than what would h e 
existed if CLEC’s continued to be viable competitors… 

Best-case scenario in many situations would approximate a duopoly with one 
dominant ILEC and one dominant cable providers.  We have seen the results. 

As the number of competitive DSL providers has diminished, the prices charged 
by ILECs and cable companies for high-speed access has increased.  For 
example, when SBC raised its residential rtes to approximately $50, cable 
modem providers raised theirs to $45.  It is the price leadership mentality leading 
to higher prices that has lessened the number of consumers that have purchased 
broadband connections.  And, there is no reason to expect that to change without 
a vibrant CLEC industry competing and scrapping for customers.88   

2.  An Anticompetitive Track Record 
  

To make matters worse, the dominant facility owners have a thoroughly anticompetitive 
DNA.  If the incumbent cable and telephone companies had behaved in a procompetitive and 
proconsumer manner consistent with the Telecommunications Act for the past six years, the 
Commission’s hope that intermodal competition would rescue consumers might be at least a 
little plausible, but the real world behavior of these monopolists extinguishes any glimmer. The 
record of anticompetitive behavior within and across the telecommunications and video markets 
is a stunning indictment of the theory of intermodal competition.  The best evidence of what will 
and will not happen, should the Commission abandon intramodal competition, is the experience 
of what did and did not happen in the past six years.   

What did not happen is that cable and telephone companies did not compete.  While 
public policy attention is frequently focused on the new entrants, it is the failure of the 
incumbents to compete with one-another that is the greatest failure of the Telecommunications 
Act of 1996.  Cable and telephone companies were the best suited to attack each other’s 
markets, but they failed utterly to do so. 

In telecommunications markets we observe the following behaviors of telephone 
companies:89 

• Wherever prices were deregulated, they immediately shot up, even in markets that 
were purportedly competitive. 

• Companies have refused to compete with each other, choosing instead to buy one 
another out. 

• They have refused to enter the long distance business in a significant way, except in 
their monopoly local service areas.   

• They have failed to go into the multichannel video business. 
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• They have created an artificial scarcity of bandwidth. 

In cable video markets, we observe the following behavior by cable companies:90 

• Where prices were deregulated, they shot up, notwithstanding claims that markets 
are competitive. 

• Companies have refused to compete with each other, choosing instead to buy one-
another out. 

• They have been extremely slow to go into the telephone business. 

• They have created an artificial scarcity of bandwidth.91 

Each of these industries has simply defended and strengthened its hold on the core 
monopoly service it provides, eschewing entry into established product and geographic markets 
where entrenched monopolists exists. They never go where the going would be tough.   

In the one area where these two monopolists have bumped into one another – the 
market for advanced telecommunications services that delivers high-speed Internet access 
service – they have made a mockery of competition. What did happen is that incumbent cable 
and telephone monopolists put forth a strenuous effort to foreclose their markets to competitors.  
The strategy is identical in both cases  

• Withholding strategic inputs from potential competitors 

• Control the technology and functionality to protect the core monopoly product and 
dictate the pace and type of innovation   

• Control the customer relationship. 

• Squeeze the competitors by driving wholesale prices close to retail. 

The effects of this lack of competition are apparent.   

• Cable and telephone companies coincidentally increased prices.   

• They have run parallel anticompetitive attacks on unaffiliated Internet service 
providers. 

• They have both imposed severe supply disruptions on the public. 

• Innovation has been absent. 

C. ANTICOMPETITIVE PRACTICES IN ADVANCED TELECOMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS 
 

The identification and description of anticompetitive practices was aided by a surprising 
source, comments filed by the largest cable operator AT&T,92 AOL,93 and telephone 
companies94 in circumstances where they found themselves as unaffiliated service providers 
confronted with dominant wire owners intent upon keeping their networks closed.  A rigorous 
analytic framework was developed by the consumer groups to organize a mountain of evidence 
of anticompetitive practices, which were then presented in academic papers and regulatory 
filings.95  The focal point of past analysis has been on cable’s exclusionary policies, although the 
complaints covered cable modem and wireline, DSL services. This analysis focuses on 
advanced telecommunications networks and does not repeat the extensive analysis of 
conceptual and empirical evidence on which the framework is based. 96     
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1.  Policies of Exclusion 
 

Cable modem service has been rolled out under exclusive arrangements with an 
affiliated Internet service provider.  The complete exclusion of the first six years of the service 
has now been replaced with a policy that excludes 99.9 percent of unaffiliated ISPs.  As 
pressures mounted to provide access, the cable industry came forward with terms under which 
they would allow selected ISPs to use their networks.   

During the review of its merger with MediaOne, AT&T put forward a loose set of 
promises and launched a slow, small trial.97  During its merger with Time Warner, AOL made 
more detailed promises and Time Warner sent a Term Sheet to unaffiliated ISPs who had 
requested access to its network during the summer of 2000.98  Commercial access lacks the 
essential elements of open communications platforms.  The Time Warner Term Sheet gives 
troubling specificity to the threat to innovation.  There in black and white are all the levers of 
market power and network control that stand to stifle innovation on the Internet.  Time Warner 
demanded the following: 

(1) Prequalification of ISPs to ensure a fit with the gatekeeper business model  
(2) Applying ISPs must reveal sensitive commercial information as a precondition to 

negotiation 
(3) Restriction of interconnecting companies to Internet access sales only, precluding a 

range of other intermediary services and functions provided by ISP to the public (e.g. no 
ITV functionality) 

(4) Restriction of service to specified appliances (retarding competition for video services) 
(5) Control of quality by the network owner for potentially competing video services 
(6) Right to approve new functionalities for video services  
(7) A large nonrefundable deposit that would keep small ISPs off the network  
(8) A minimum size requirement that would screen out niche ISPs 
(9) Approval by the network owner of the unaffiliated ISP's home page 
(10) Preferential location of network owner advertising on all home pages  
(11) Claim by the network owner to all information generated by the ISP  
(12) Demand for a huge share of both subscription and ancillary revenues 
(13) Preferential bundling of services and control of cross marketing of services  
(14) Applying ISP must adhere to the network operator's privacy policy 

Under these conditions, the commercial space left for the unaffiliated and smaller ISPs 
(where much innovation takes place) is sparse and ever shrinking.99  Press accounts indicate 
that AT&T’s approach was similar and indicate that there has been little change in the overall 
approach over the past three years.100  

 Telephone companies must execute their exclusion in a more subtle manner, since the 
Telecommunications Act of 1996 requires them to allow unaffiliated ISPs on their systems.  The 
telephone companies manipulate the availability of capacity, denying unaffiliated ISPs access to 
their DSLAMs, which is the key network equipment located in the central office, while affiliated 
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entities find room.101  The telephone companies are pressing hard to gain the legal authority to 
apply this strategy of exclusion to another key point in the network, the remote terminal, which 
would cut most competitors off from a large part of the residential market.102  These explicit 
policies of exclusion are backed up with a host of other practical barriers to entry thrown up by 
incumbent local telephone companies.    

[Competitors] accuse Verizon of blocking required access to equipment, illegally 
stealing customers and stalling hook-ups.  They say the company has sent 
multiple and unnecessarily erroneous bills to alienate or confuse their customers.  
They accuse Verizon of engaging in false advertising, price gouging, randomly 
cutting off service and other bullying tactics.103 

Gaining a timing advantage in the offer of services appears to be the goal of some LECs 
in the provisioning of advanced services.104  

There are 50,000 ways of dragging one’s feet when it comes time to really play 
the game to allow competition… if you can stall long enough and make it difficult 
enough, by the time the issue’s resolved the companies have died and gone to 
CLEC heaven… 

There is no question that facilities have not always been made available, or in a 
timely way.  Whether legal or not, it happens too often.105 

 The strategy involves multiple elements. 106  To prevent competitors from getting a head 
start, the incumbent who controls the bottleneck refuses to make the underlying wholesale 
service available to competitors, until it has fully developed its own retail offering even though 
the wholesale components are clearly available.  In some cases, it appears that incumbents 
began accepting orders from its affiliate for wholesale service before the service was available 
to competitors.   Even after the service is “generally” available, it appears that the incumbent 
delivers wholesale services to its affiliate more quickly than it is made available to 
competitors.107  When the policy of exclusion cannot be explicit, exclusion can still be 
accomplished by practices in three other areas, architecture, service restriction and business 
leverage.108  

2.  Architectural Barriers to Competition and Service Development 
 

A major source of potential discrimination lies in the architecture of the network.  The 
technical capabilities of the network controlled by the proprietor, can be configured and 
operated to disadvantage independent ISPs by restricting activity in two ways.  First, it can be 
configured to prevent certain types of activities that the network owner simply does not want to 
allow.  Second, it can restrict the ability of the independent ISP, while not restricting the ability of 
an affiliated ISP.  The latter will be considered as an issue in the discussion of service 
restrictions and business leverage.     

Technology bias can take several forms.  Interconnection allows ISPs to establish a 
connection between networks.  Structure involves the deployment of physical facilities in the 
network.  The ability to deploy facilities to ensure and enhance the quality of service will be 
particularly important in the third generation of Internet service development.  Flow control 
involves the filtering of the flow of information.  The proprietary network owner can seriously 
impair the ability of independent ISPs to deliver service by restricting the ISPs’ ability to 
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interconnect efficiently and deploy or utilize key technologies that dictate the quality of service.  
Even though networks are interconnected, there is still the possibility of discriminating against 
some of the data that flows through the Internet.  Forcing independent ISPs to connect to the 
proprietary network or operate in inefficient or ineffective ways, or giving affiliated ISPs 
preferential location and interconnection can result in substantial discrimination.  The result is a 
sharp increase in the cost of doing business or degradation of the quality of service of 
independent ISPs’.   

In the debate over cable modem service, attention focused on a number of potential 
practices like restricted backbone choice, restricted collocation, and restricted replication (or 
caching).  The issue of flow control received considerable attention when a series of marketing 
documents used by Cisco, a leading equipment supplier, were published.  The technical 
capabilities offered by the equipment can be referred to as “policy-based routing.”  Cisco makes 
the point quite clearly, in touting the technology of cable-based broadband Internet, that 
proprietary network operators can control traffic in very different ways than occurs on the 
Internet today.109  The multimedia interactive applications that distinguish the next phase of the 
Internet are particularly sensitive to these aspects of quality, much more so than previous 
applications.110   

ISPs have identified a range of ways the dominant telephone companies impede their 
ability to interconnect in an efficient manner.  By refusing to peer with other ISPs, the telephone 
companies create a roadblock on the Internet and force ISPs to enter into expensive transport 
arrangements for traffic. 111  The network owners then add insult to injury by imposing numerous 
burdens on independent ISPs, such as forcing ISPs to buy bundles of redundant services,112 
preventing competitors from cross connecting to one another,113 causing congestion by 
“deliberately overloading their DSL connections by providing them with insufficient bandwidth 
from the phone company’s central offices to the Internet,”114 restricting calling scopes for 
connection to ISPs,115 and refusing to offer a basic service arrangement.116  The effect is to 
undermine competition and restrict service offerings.117 

Telephone companies have also restricted the ability of ISPs to deliver service by 
restricting functionalities.  The have refused to guarantee quality of service to unaffiliated ISPs, 
which has the effect of restricting the products they can offer.118  The most critical architectural 
decisions are to impose network configurations that prevent competition for the core monopoly 
service, voice. 

The cable strategy for controlling applications by withholding static Internet addresses, 
discussed below as a business practice, has been hit upon by the telecommunications 
companies as a matter of architecture.  The telephone company monopoly product is voice, 119 
not video and they have taken steps to frustrate the potential for voice service to grow over the 
high-speed Internet.   

Some ILECs have initiated plans to unilaterally impose on ISPs a costly and 
counterproductive requirement to use Point-to-Point over Ethernet (POPPoE), a 
plan that is designed not to improve the product, but to protect the ILECs’ voice 
services from competition from VOIP service, which is incompatible with 
PoPPoE.  Voice over IP holds the promise not only of lower consumer prices, but 
also superior quality and innovative interactive options integrated with the 
consumer’s video and Internet services.120 
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3.  Restrictions on Service 
 

The network owner can place restrictions on how nonaffiliated service providers may use 
the network.  These limitations can be applied to either service providers or consumers.  The 
network owner may prevent independent ISPs from delivering services to consumers by 
restricting speed, duration of transmission, or other operational characteristics.   

Predictably, one of the first restrictions placed on Internet activity was the amount of time 
that streamed video could be downloaded by customers.121 Cisco’s marketing papers clearly 
suggest that the cable operators should gain control over the streaming video so that it does not 
undermine their control of the network and open the door to competing video services.122 The 
restrictions imposed by the proprietary cable business model go well beyond limitations on ISPs 
moving data downstream to consumers.  An ‘acceptable use’ contract forbids customers from 
undertaking many activities that were central to the dynamic nature of experimentation by users 
on the Internet.   They restrict the ability of users to move data upstream, to establish local area 
networks, or create web sites.  

The issue is not the technical ability to accommodate such uses; it is economic, since 
they will gladly sell the opportunity to undertake these activities.  This presents problems for “a 
customer with only a mildly ambitious web site” because the customer “will exceed the 
parameters of the bundled service and fees for extra storage space and high traffic volumes add 
up rapidly.”123 The purpose of this strategy has become apparent, to control Internet addresses, 
as one early observer of the policy noted.  “[i]n refusing to attach home networks, providers are 
actually protecting their ability to assign the network address of the customer.  By refusing to 
carry traffic to Internet addresses they didn’t assign, the access provider can prevent the 
customer from contracting for simultaneous service with any other Internet access provider.”124   

Because telephone companies are ostensibly required to provide access, the restrictions 
on service comes in the form of various product and geographic definitions.  The essence of the 
Internet is The Death of Distance125 and in a digital telecommunications network operated by 
high powered computer systems (System Signaling Seven, SS7) distance matter little, but by 
manipulation of calling scopes,126 bundling of competitive and noncompetitive services,127 
imposition of speed limits,128 and withholding of simple direct connections to the network,129 
incumbent telephone companies effectively restrict the services ISPs can offer to the public. 

From a technical point of view, neither cable modems nor MSN broadband 
powered by Qwest can be used as a “routed” service.  Both services are 
“bridged” only.  Both MSN and Comcast impose extra charges for multiple PCs 
using their service’ both companies have extra charges for a static IP address; 
both companies prevent the use of domain names on their service.  Both 
companies charge business, even home-based businesses, more than they 
charge residential customers, if they allow businesses to sue the service at all.130     

4.  Business Leverage 
 

Notwithstanding the limitations and restrictions, ISPs still have the opportunity to offer a 
restricted set of services.  Unfortunately, by imposing onerous terms and conditions the 
opportunity is stillborn and unaffiliated ISPs are prevented from competing effectively.  The 
network owner inserts himself in the relationship between the customer and the independent 
ISP in such a way as to ensure that its affiliated ISP has a price, product or customer care 
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advantage.  Four major issues have been identified in the context of the ongoing debate over 
open access: information, pricing, product bundling, and the customer relationships.   

The detailed control of the network confers an immense information advantage on the 
system operator.  The potential for competitive abuse of information is substantial.131  
Independent ISPs note that the affiliated ISP has been given access to network information in 
advance, thereby being assured preferential access to capacity.132   

The squeeze placed on independent programmers and service providers by the closed 
business model is apparent.  Controlling a bottleneck, network owners have places price 
conditions on independent content providers that undermine their ability to compete.133  The 
price squeeze on competitors takes two forms.134  The first concern is with very high prices 
charged for access to the network.  This leaves little margin for the competitors to operate their 
business.  The price squeeze may appear to be non-discriminatory, if the network owners 
charge its own affiliate the same high price.  Since the network owner pockets the profit, it does 
not care that it is “losing money” on the retail product.  It is implicitly cross-subsidizing the 
affiliated ISP.  Unaffiliated ISPs do not have the source of cross-subsidy and go out of business. 
Once they are gone, the incumbent can raise prices, exactly what happened in 2001. 

The price squeeze on unaffiliated ISPs is similar in the DSL and the cable modem 
worlds.  The price for access to the network is far above costs and leaves little margin for the 
unaffiliated ISP.135 The margins between the wholesale price ISPs are forced to pay and the 
retail price affiliated ISPs charge is as small as $1 on the telephone network.136  For cable 
networks, the margins are as low as $5.  In other words, independent ISPs are forced to look at 
margins in the single digits and never much above 20 percent.   Cable and telephone company 
margins for these services are well in excess of 40 percent.137  

The squeeze on unaffiliated ISPs is created not only by the price, but also by other terms 
and conditions of carriage.  Minimum terms and volume discounts, which are not imposed on 
the affiliated ISP or are cross-subsidized by the parent company, place independent ISPs at a 
disadvantage.138 Another troubling upshots of the discriminatory approach the local telephone 
companies have taken is that when they are not pushing their own ISPs, the enter into deals 
with the major ISPs that end up discriminating against small providers.  By structuring volume 
discounts, smaller ISPs are placed at a substantial disadvantage.  Although the rates are 
tariffed as required by law, the structure of the discounts is such that the largest suppliers have 
a substantial advantage.     

Bundling has become a central concern.  For an incumbent monopolist selling video 
“broadcast” services and planning to sell bundles of “broadband services,” a fundamental issue 
arises concerning what services independent ISPs will be allowed to sell and how consumers 
will be allowed to buy services.  If cable owners leverage bundles with Internet and cable 
service, independent ISPs will be at a severe disadvantage.”139   

A similar problem afflicts ISPs dealing with telephone companies.  Ironically, Cox 
complains that it is being discriminated against when incumbent telephone monopolists bundle 
voice and data.140  Independent ISPs have pointed out that their ability to offer voice is being 
frustrated by architectural decisions, which of course denies them the ability to offer the 
voice/data bundle.141 Moreover, incumbents are reserving the right to offer additional services, 
like video, over lines for which independent ISPs are the Internet access service provider.142   
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Cable’s approach to proprietary control of the network allows the facility owner to 
determine the relationship between the customer and the independent ISP.  It demands the 
right to negotiate the most important business relationships between customers and service 
providers—marketing, billing, and product presentation.143   

Telephone companies impose similar anticompetitive terms on unaffiliated ISPS.  They 
are aggressively seeking to keep control of the customer.   

Internet Access Service Marketing Program.  SBC has changed the nature of the 
arrangement, from one where the ISP purchases the service at wholesale to one 
where the ISP is “marketing” SBC’s retail service.  ISPs are now sales agents, 
and not SBC customers…. 

Under the new contract, the end user will be receiving SBC service… the ISP 
must inform the user that the ‘network portion” (undefined) of the service is being 
provided by SWBT.  SBC reserves the right to demand a deposit from the end 
user.  SBC will only pay commissions on DSL services billed to the ISP if the 
DSL is used only for non-telecommunications services.  SBC may assert that if 
the user is using any software that offers Voice over IP, then the DSL is not being 
used for non-telecommunications service, and no commission is due.144  

Telephone companies also leverage their control over the network into an abuse of the 
affiliate relationship.  The use of corporate resources including logos and joint advertising has 
been a constant source of cross-subsidy.145  Assets have been transferred to the advantage of 
the affiliated ISP including customer accounts, CPNI, bottleneck facilities and collocation 
space.146  Employees, senior management and boards of directors have been co-mingled 
facilitating the cross-subsidization and anti-competitive advantage given to affiliates.147 

Competitors and regulators maintain that incumbents have been guilty of unfairly 
steering customers to affiliated ISPs at the expense of competitors.148  The affiliated ISP gets 
the preferential first spot in the list of options, and this gives it a huge advantage.149  Joint 
marketing is a concern,150 with suggestions that incumbents may offer only one option.  
Slamming has also been a constant problem.151 

CSD staff’s investigative report and the accompanying victims’ declarations 
demonstrate that Respondents’ practices include the following: (1) billing 
consumers for DSL and/or Internet services that were neither ordered nor 
received; (2) billing consumers for DSL and/or Internet services that were 
ordered but not received; (3) billing consumers for DSL and/or Internet services 
after the consumer requested termination of the service(s); (4) billing by two 
Respondents for the same DSL and/or Internet service; and (5) billing consumers 
for services or products that Respondents promoted as free or as less expensive 
than the charges placed on the consumers’ telephone bills.152   

D. CONCLUSION: ONE CLICK IS TOO MANY, IF STRATEGIC ACTORS ARE 
GATEKEEPERS 

 
In the context of these anticompetitive practices, cable and telephone companies 

promise to allow one-click access to the Internet as a ‘guarantee’ that their business models will 
not undermine the dynamic nature of the information environment.  The promise is laughable.  
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One click access glosses over the fact the consumer must click through architectural principles, 
usage restrictions and business relationships that are anathema to innovation on the Internet.     

• Wire owners monopolize the access business and leverage their market power to 
undermine competition. 

• The click-through-only approach does not allow independent ISPs to compete for 
consumer dollars until after the cable and telephone companies have charged 
consumers between $30 and $40 for Internet access.  The price is too high and 
allows the network owner to cross subsidize its own affiliated ISP.   

• By putting the price so high, it undercuts any serious opportunity to compete 
because there is little discretionary income to compete for. 

• It does not address architectural decisions that restrict bandwidth or undermine 
the development of disruptive services.   

• It does nothing to address the problem that the wire owner is still in control of 
functionality.  The network owner retains the right to impose restrictions on the 
products and functionalities that independent ISPs can offer to the public by 
imposing acceptable use policies as a business strategy.  
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IV. THE EFFECTS OF CLOSED NETWORKS 
 
 

   A.  THE MONOPOLIZATION OF THE HIGH-SPEED INTERNET 
 

The results of the closure of advanced telecommunications services are becoming clear.  
The independent business of buying telecommunications services and selling Internet access 
service has been all but eliminated from the high-speed Internet market by the withholding of 
advanced telecommunications services.   

After five years there are no more than a handful of independent ISPs who have been 
allowed to sell high-speed Internet access over cable’s advanced telecommunications network.  
The terms and conditions under which these few are allowed to do so are so onerous that the 
independent ISPs have virtually no ability to compete with the incumbent cable operators.   

Although telephone companies have been ostensibly required to provide access to their 
advanced telecommunications networks, they have made life miserable for the independent 
ISPs.  As a result, only about 100 have managed to fight their way onto the advanced 
telecommunications network of the telephone companies.   

The impact of the market foreclosure on the high speed Internet access market has 
been devastating (see Exhibits 6 and 7).  On the high-speed Internet there are now less than 2 
ISPs per 100,000 customers.  For cable modem service there is less than 1 Internet service 
provider per 100,000 customers. For DSL service, there are fewer than and 2.5 ISPs per 
100,000 customers.   This is in contrast to the dial-up world where the number is 10 to 15, an 
order of magnitude larger. 

The foreclosure of the market to independents is even more profound than these 
numbers indicate.  Approximately 95 percent of the high-speed Internet access service 
customers are served by ISPs affiliated with either cable companies or telephone companies.153   
This dominance is not the result of winning in a competitive market; it is the result of leveraging 
control of physical facilities.   

The fact that control over the wires is the cornerstone of this market foreclosure is 
demonstrated by the failure of the cable and telephone affiliated ISPs to have any success in 
the truly competitive narrowband Internet market.  Cable companies have not sold Internet 
service in any product and geographic market where they do not control a monopoly wire.  
Telephone companies have done very poorly as ISPs in the dial-up market.  Consequently, 95 
percent of the customers in the dial-up market take their service from independent ISPs – 
treating AOL as an independent in the dial-up market. In other words, incumbent monopolists 
have a 95 percent market share where they can leverage their market power over their wires, 
and a 5 percent market share where they cannot. 
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EXHIBIT 6: 
DENSITY OF DIAL-UP AND HIGH-SPEED PROVIDERS BY DATE 
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Source: Subscriber counts: Carey, John, “The First Hundred Feet for Households: Consumer Adoption Patterns,” in 
Deborah Hurley and James H. Keller (Eds.), The First Hundred Feet (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1999); National 
Telecommunications Information Administration, A Nation Online (U.S. Department of Commerce, 2002). Early 
ISP counts are discussed in Mark Cooper, Expanding the Information Age for the 1990s: A Pragmatic Consumer 
View (Consumer Federation of America, American Association of Retired Persons, January 11, 1990), see also Janet 
Abbate, Inventing the Internet (Cambridge:MIT Press, 1999) and Matos, F., Information Service Report 
(Washington, D.C.: National Telecommunications Information Administration, August 1988), p. x.  More recent 
numbers are from the Bureau of Labor Statistics; 2001b.Since the mid-1990s, annual counts of ISPs have been 
published in Network World. 



 

 
EXHIBIT 7: 
DENSITY OF DIAL-UP AND HIGH-SPEED SERVICE PROVIDERS BY MARKET 
SIZE 
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It may well be that the Internet service market was due for some consolidation.154  
However, the staying power of the ISPs is impressive.  One recent count found that after the 
largest 23 ISPs were taking into account, all of whom had 200,000 or more users, the “other 
U.S. ISPs” still accounted for 57 percent of Internet users in the U.S.155 Focusing on the dial-up 
market, after the largest ISPs (ten in all) were taken into account, the “other U.S. ISPs” 
accounted for over 62 percent of the total.  In the high-speed Internet, there are virtually no 
“other U.S. ISPs.”      

Thus, the process we observe on the high-speed Internet is more like strangulation 
through the exercise of market power.  By cutting off access to advanced telecommunications 
service – the oxygen of the Internet market – facility-owners have eliminated the competition at 
the level of service.   

B. PATTERNS OF CONDUCT AND MARKET PERFORMANCE 
 

Even where there are two technologies available, they are not well matched as 
competitors and they have not exhibited strong rivalry.  One incident that drives home the failure 
of the rivalry between telephone and cable companies to discipline anticompetitive behaviors is 
the slow down decision by the telephone companies.  As the Chairman of the Illinois Commerce 
Commission put it 

The ICC ruling requires the company to allow its competitors meaningful access 
to their network at reasonable prices…  

In a carefully worded letter to members of Congress last month, Whitacare [CEO 
of SBC] harshly criticized the ICC decision and said that SBC Ameritech has 
“been forced to halt indefinitely further deployment and activation of new DSL 
facilities in Illinois… 

As we all know, the competitiveness of a market easily can be measured by one 
player’s ability to control the supply of a good.  Whitacre’s statement is clear: 
SBC Ameritech controls the market so completely that it can determine if more 
than a million consumers in Illinois will have access to broadband services… 

Whitacre wants to extend his monopoly over the local telephone network to high-
speed Internet access.  Maybe that is why SBC was able to reduce service and 
increase the price for DSL service by 25 percent last month.156 

One of the key elements underlying this ability to avoid competition is a sharp 
segmentation of the market by technology.  Business and residential markets are segmented 
and concentration is higher within each segment (see Exhibit 7).  Cable dominates the 
residential high-speed Internet market, with a 65 percent market share for all “broadband” 
services.  However, it has a 75 percent market share for the advanced services residential 
market.  Digital Subscriber Line service (DSL), the telephone industry’s high-speed offering, 
dominates the non-residential market with an 89 percent market share.
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EXHIBIT 8:  
SEGMENTATION OF CABLE AND TELEPHONE ADVANCED SERVICES 
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Source: Sources: Industry Analysis Division, High-Speed Services for Internet Access: 
Subscribership as of June 30, 2001 (Common Carrier Bureau, Federal Communications 
Commission, February 2002), Tables 1-4. 
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As the quote suggests, more than statements indicate a competitive problem.  While the 
CEO was complaining to policy makers, the CFO was touting the high profitability and bright 
prospects for DSL service. 

"SBC: DSL highly profitable 

CFO Stephenson: 40% EBIDTA margins, low investment needed 

The debate is over: DSL makes money. "Once we get to scale, DSL is very 
profitable, just like our other services. We've reached that volume in California 
and are approaching it in SWB territory as well. We cut our costs by 30% in 
2001,and expect them to drop another 25-30% in 2002." CSFB calculates 
Deutsche gets payback in two years on DSL, while Korea Telecom is at 35% 
EBIDTA and rising. (I don't like EBIDTA numbers, but that's all I can get.) 
Stephenson also said capex has dramatically dropped since early in 200 1. (That 
was the Pronto halt, among other things) DSL Prime has reported equipment 
costs dropping fiercely, to between $150 & $250 per subscriber. I just got some 
backbone costs from Band-X; 45 meg of high quality transit is now $8,000 per 
month, half the price of a year ago. That's enough for 1,000-2,500 DSL consumer 
circuits. SBC, like other volume buyers, is presumably paying much less, or $2-4 
per month per user."157   

The incumbents had just executed a classic price squeeze on ISPs.  They had dropped 
prices at retail for about a year and waited until the independent ISPs had gone under.  As a 
result  

many competitive residential DSL providers have either gone bankrupt, sold out 
or ended the DSL portion of their business, leaving consumers in many U.S. 
regions as single choice for DSL service: the local phone company.  The 
competitive fallout opened the door for price hikes.158  

The pricing increases of 2001 led to a re-thinking on Wall Street as “long term pricing 
pressures may turn out to be pricing power.”159  With costs falling160 and demand lagging in the 
midst of a recession, both cable operators and telephone companies raised prices.  Cable 
companies imposed a severe interruption of service on their customers, which, in a highly 
competitive market, would have been suicidal.161  Telephone companies continue to impose 
long installation times and service interruptions on DSL customers of their competitors.162   

A small number of entities dominating the sale of high-speed Internet access and 
dictating the nature of use is the antithesis of the environment in which the narrowband Internet 
was borne and enjoyed such rapid growth.  Changing the environment changes the nature of 
activity. One thing we never heard about the narrowband Internet was a complaint about the 
slowness of innovation.  High-speed service is into its sixth year without a major innovation to 
drive adoption.  Complaints about high and rising prices for high-speed Internet have come 
earlier and louder than they did for narrowband service. Having failed to develop appealing 
applications and choosing to increase prices with a low level of penetration has raised concerns 
about the rate of adoption of the new high-speed Internet service.   
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E. CONCLUSION: THE NEGATIVE EXTERNALITIES OF CLOSED COMMUNICATIONS 
NETWORKS 

 
Even without intentional anticompetitive behavior, closure of the platform imposes a cost 

in two ways, by distorting incentives for innovation and undermining institutional options.  

First, restricting the range of experimentation and shifting incentives reduces the quality 
and quantity of innovation and innovators because it shifts the balance between incumbents and 
disruptive entrants.  The hand of incumbents, who shy away from disruptive innovation, would 
be strengthened.163  Incumbents behave rationally by developing their core competence and 
seeking structures that reward it.164  The incentives for innovators are also dampened.165   

Second, the dominant commercial firms have incentives to expand by commercializing, 
concentrating, and homogenizing information space.  As a result, “[n]oncommercial producers 
will systematically shift to commercial strategies and  [s]mall-scale producers will systematically 
be bought up by large-scale organizations.166  Potential sources of disruptive innovation would 
shrink.167   

The implication here is that we cannot just wait for the platform to open.  Doing nothing 
in the face of accelerating closure of the communications platform is doing harm.168  Some of 
the harm cannot be undone.169  Rectifying what can be fixed after the fact is immensely time 
consuming, costly and inevitably more intrusive.170    

The irony is that Congress understood this well.  It supported 3 modes of entry, required 
competition before deregulation, and set out specific, rigorous conditions under which regulation 
could be relaxed.  The correct public policy is to stimulate small numbers competition in physical 
facilities and preserve large numbers competition in applications and content.  Congress clearly 
intended this outcome and gave the FCC the tools to accomplish it.  The FCC’s shift to a 
reliance on intermodal competition at the expense of intramodal competition would contradict 
Congressional intent and subject consumers to great risk of the abuse of market power, slowing 
innovation and strangling competition at the higher layers of the communications platform 
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thousands of ISPs competing for consumers, is deemed outmoded by the cable industry since “an environment 
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In this closed proprietary world, the cable companies decide what is important to the consumer.  As Cox 
argued, “The openness that really matters to consumers – and what makes the Internet special and remarkable – is 
the ability to go anywhere, to access any information with a single click of a mouse.”  In this old economy model of 
facilities-based competition, the decision of which content gets to the public is left to the “cable operator-ISP 
relationships that are developing in the marketplace” since “cable operators would have every incentive to offer their 
cable modem subscribers those unaffiliated ISPs offering unique content and value, since customers would follow 
the ISP they prefer to another high-speed distributor that offered that ISP.” 

The effort of the cable industry to convince the Commission that vigorous ISP competition is not necessary 
rests on an interestingly selective citation from a recent General Accounting Office report.   Since the policy of 
closed access it has imposed and is defending will inevitably destroy the current vigorous competition on the 
Internet, the NCTA chose to ignore a strong view reported by the GAO that this ISP competition is critically 
important to the development of the Internet.   

Others, however, expressed concern about potential concentration in the ISP market and suggested 
that consumers will be better served by having choices among both Internet transport providers 
and multiple ISPs. Several experts we spoke with also stated that ISP choice is important, in part, 
because of the changing nature of that industry.   In particular, these experts noted that many ISPs 
are making a transition from providing only a simple "on-ramp" to the Internet to providing 
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content and applications.   A potential ramification of this transition is greater control by ISPs over 
what content is prominently displayed to consumers. Therefore, greater consumer choice among 
these "content aggregators" is seen by some as important because it can enhance consumers' 
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169 Lemley and Lessig, End of End-to-End, p. 16, reject this on two grounds, first because it causes much 

greater costs when one decides to open the market after it has been deployed as closed and second because it is 
difficult to know what the costs of closure are.  They argue that the prudent course to start with open platforms, 
given their clear superiority and wait and see. 

170 Lemley and Lessig, 1999,  
The “wait and see” approach also discounts the cost of regulating ex post. In its present state, the 
ISPs that AT&T would rely upon are independent business units. If the merger were completed, 
they could easily be folded into the resulting entity. Once integrated, the regulatory costs of 
identifying non-discriminatory rates would be much higher than they would be under the existing 
structure. Rather than the complexity that DSL regulation involves, imposing a rule of open access 
now would be relatively less costly. The same is even truer of independent ISPs. If the vibrant 
market for ISPs in narrowband access is weakened or destroyed because they cannot provide 
broadband service, those ISPs and their innovative contributions will disappear. If they do, we 
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won’t magically get competition back by deciding later to open the broadband market to 
competition.  
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